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JUNIOR PLAYERS (U6 - U16)
Upon arrival to RUFC:
➢ Ensure all players are registered with the club. Players can be on trial without

subscription for a maximum of three weeks, players must still be registered with
the club in the trial period for safeguarding reasons.

When signing to RUFC:
➢ All signing includes registering with the Club, paying the signing on fee and

monthly subscription. Any player not registered and paying subscriptions are
ineligible to play in fixtures (unless within their 3 week trial period).

Bookings & suspensions:
➢ Any player booked will have to pay the fine themselves, upon receipt from the

County FA the player will have 7 days to pay into the RUFC Junior account,
failure to do so will mean a Club suspension untill paid.

Players struggling with performances, fitting in and the league standard (especially
MJPL):

STEP 1:
➢ The Coach are to maintain open conversation with the player (plus parent if

under the age of 18) about their performance and progress. The Club remind
Coaches regarding half season and end of season reviews.

STEP 2:
➢ If a player is potentially struggling with performance or not fitting in. Discuss this

with the parent, an RUFC full-time staff member can be present if required.

STEP 3:
➢ Set targets for the player / parent to meet with a Club representative and

conduct 2 meetings with Academy Manager and/or Academy Operations
Manager. Targets are noted by staff officials.
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STEP 4:
➢ If a player is still struggling after 6 months of signing then the player can be

asked to de-register and go to a training only subscription at a cheaper rate.
This ensures we remain true to our word of helping the individual but also allows
a player to stay within the friendship group of their team.

STEP 5:
➢ In the event of any player wanting to leave our junior programme they will be

signposted to another Club with nothing but best wishes.

NOTE:
The purpose of the Junior Programme is to provide opportunities for youngsters to
develop their Footballing ability through fun and enjoyment.
Winning is a bonus, development is paramount.
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